INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of the Internet has provided more and more conveniences for people to pass information. However, information divulging and embezzlement also bring more and more insecurities. Therefore, information encryption technology has been research hotspot for years. A large amount and high correlation of data bring challenges to traditional password encryption technology and inconvenience to rapid information transmission and storage for color image. Moreover, covert communication or information hiding is still needed even if the transmitted information has been encrypted in army or intelligence agencies. A great deal of data also brings a huge difficulty to information hiding for color image. Many encryption algorithms currently do not consider the compression problem of image data [1] [2] . The essence of these encryption algorithms is changing the pixel positions or values of image, and the correlation between pixels is damaged. Therefore, image is hard to compress again. Correlation between some pixels is retained using simple block scrambling or a method of changing transform domain coefficient to continue to compress encrypted image in the literature [3] [4] . However, these several ways cannot withstand plaintext attacks. Many studies on image hiding technology are watermark technology research based on the purpose of copyright protection [5] [6] . Watermark images are generally binary images or gray images, so there are few color images. These information hiding methods are applicable for watermark data with smaller data amount. The transparency and robustness of information hiding can only be sacrificed when the amount of data needing secure communication increases. Therefore, hidden information security will not be guaranteed.
The secure communication scheme proposed in this paper uses a way of combining encryption and hiding. Secret image is encrypted, while image data is compressed. Thus, the amount of data to be hidden will be reduced for the same size of image, and the transparency of information hiding is guaranteed.
II. ENCRYPTION PROCESS
Encryption process consists of two parts: (1) Secret image encryption process: index-value acquisition process and data compression process. (2) Secret image hiding process: the process of embedding a secret image into a public transmission image. Encryption process is shown in Fig.1 . 
A. Preprocessing of carrier image
A palette was built by preprocessing carrier image before the index value of secret image was obtained. Pretreatment process is the process of scrambling and confusing carrier image by using chaotic signal. Purposes were as follows:
 The anti-attack capability of encryption system was improved.  The number of colors in the image carrier was increased.  The color distribution law of image carrier was changed so that the color distribution had the uniform, random characteristics. Assume that a carrier image was a color image A with MA×NA size which can be expressed as
. Moreover, its three color components were AR, AG and AB which can be expressed as:
.where ar(i, j)=a(i, j, 1), ag(i, j)=a(i, j, 2) and ab(i, j)=a (i, j, 3). Hence, chaotic system would generate two chaotic sequences with lengths of MA and NA, respectively which were used to transform the location of carrier image pixel. Then, a chaotic sequence with a length of MA×NA×3 was generated which was used to modify carrier-image pixel values.
1) Generation of chaotic sequence：Chaotic mapping is widely used in encryption system [7] [8] . The initial conditions of chaotic sequence have many features such as extreme sensitivity, aperiodicity, pseudo-randomness and rapid regeneration. Therefore, the mapping used these features to perform the scrambling and confusion on secret signal so as to achieve an encryption purpose. Chaotic signal in this paper, unlike it, acts on carrier image. Moreover, the main purpose was to increase the number of colors in a carrier image so that carrier image colors were evenly distributed.
Chebyshev mapping was used to generate chaotic sequence in this study [9] . The expression of K-order Chebyshev mapping is shown in (1) below:
(1) Equation (1) 
2) Carrier image scrambling ： The scrambling of carrier image by chaotic sequence used the method of first row scrambling and then column scrambling, and these steps are as follows:
 Sequences H and L with lengths of MA and NA were produced by Formula (1), respectively.  The sequence H was reordered from small to large to form a new sequence H'.  Each row of the carrier image was rearranged according to the migration laws of each element position from sequence H to sequence H'. That is, if: H'(m)=H(n), then the n-th row of pixel in the carrier image would be moved to the m-th row.  The sequence L was reordered from small to large to form a new sequence L'.  Each column of carrier image was rearranged according to the migration laws of each element position from sequence L to sequence L'. That is, if: L'(m)=L(n), then the n-th column of pixels in the carrier image will be moved to the m-th column. 3) Color conversion of carrier image：The pixel values of carrier image were changed through chaotic sequence using the following method:
Chebyshev sequences were generated by (1) . Then, the data with relatively large absolute value were removed, leaving MA×NA×3 state values. Three matrixes RR, RG and RB were generated through the mappings of state values according to (2) , which can be expressed as:
The color conversion of carrier image was performed according to (3) .
The carrier image was recorded as CA after color conversion:
, and its three color components CAR, CAG and CAB can be expressed as:
B. Index value acquisition of secret image
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Moreover, its three color components were WR, WG and WB which can be expressed as:
, where wr(i, j)=w (i, j, 1), wg(i, j)=w (i, j, 2) and wb(i, j)=w (i, j, 3).
The index values of secret image were determined by calculating Euclidean distance between the pixel value of each point in secret image and carrier image. Specific steps were as follows:
The first step was to determine the search extent of carrier image. The carrier image was divided into S regions, and each region has a size of MS×NS. Moreover, the values of MS and NS cannot be too small or too big. Too small may make image distortion large, but too large may increase the amount of data to be hidden and the difficulty of information hiding. The 16≤MS≤256 and 16≤NS≤256 were generally taken. Index values are obtained by search in the any area of carrier image above to reconstruct secret images. Experiments show that these images almost have no difference because the carrier image colors are evenly distributed.
There were Euclidean distances between the pixel values of some point with a subscript (i, j) in secret image and each point in carrier-image search area. The second step was to calculate them according to (4) . There were 1≤m≤MS and 1≤n≤NS in (4). The third step was to find (m, n) value with the minimum Euclidean distance, which is the index value of pixel point with a subscript (i, j) in secret image.
The fourth step was to code index values to a binary data stream which was recorded as B.
C. Embedding of secret image
Secret-image embedding steps were as follows:
Step 1, carrier image A was divided into several areas after chaotic transformation, and the size of each area was I×J. The lifting wavelet transform of each R, G and B primary color component was performed in each region to extract low frequency component coefficients to be processed.
Step 2, threshold was adaptively set according to the length of data stream B, and a coefficient with greater energy was extracted. Methods were as follows: the wavelet coefficients of each component were sorted in descending order, and the sorted wavelet coefficients were:
, respectively. If the data length of stream B (i.e., binary digital bit is included in B) is LB, then the domain values of three components are Tr=ar(LB), Tg=ag(LB) and Tb=ab(LB), respectively.
Step 3, the spread spectrum processing of index value was first performed after coding, and then the selected wavelet coefficients were modified. Suppose that AWr, AWg and AWb were the selected wavelet coefficients, and b was binary digital. The embedded data of coefficients were modified according to (5) :
The ar, ag and ab were embedding strength, and the strength size relates to the robustness and concealment of watermark. If visual sensitivity was considered, then embedding intensity in the green component may be larger, and embedding intensity in blue component was relatively small. It is found that the embedding intensity of blue component cannot be too small to consider robustness in the experiment. The actual values meet ar<ag<ab<0.09.
Step 4, carrier image hiding index values was obtained through chaotic transformation after wavelet inverse transform.
III. DECRYPTION PROCESS
Decryption process included two processes: extraction of embedded index value and encrypted image reconstruction. Decryption process is shown in Fig.2 . The chaos transform and lifting wavelet transform were done to the original carrier image and encrypted carrier image respectively in the first step. Moreover, wavelet coefficients were selected in accordance with the same method in chapter 2 section C.
Compressed bit streams were extracted by inverse operation using same embedding coefficients in the third The chaotic transformation of original carrier image was performed according to the same key in chapter 2 section A in the third step. The corresponding pixel points were found in the selected search area. Secret image is reconstructed on the basis of the extracted index values.
IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT

A. Chaotic transformation of carrier image
The histograms of original carrier image and its red component distribution are shown in Fig.3 A row scrambling sequence with a 2048 length and a column scrambling sequence were produced, respectively by taking k=5 and x0=0.6 in (1). The histograms of carrier image and its red components are shown in Fig.4 (a) and (b) after scrambling in accordance with each step in chapter 2 section A part 2. The comparison of Fig.3 and Fig.4 shows that scrambling changes each pixel position in the image, but cannot change the statistical distribution law of pixels.
A chaotic sequence with 2048×2048 state values were produced by taking k=5 and x0=0.9 in (1). The histograms of carrier image and red component distribution are shown in Fig.5 (a) and (b) after its color transformation according to each step in chapter 2 section A part 3. The comparison of Fig.3 and Fig.5 shows that the statistical law of carrier-image color distribution is significantly changed. Thus, the color distribution is very uniform.
B. Image Compression and Reconstruction
Index values were obtained in different carrier images, and the secret image was reconstructed by the index values. Similarity between original image and the secret image reconstructed by index values was calculated according to the reference [10] . The compression ratio of image data was calculated by (6) .
Compression ratio formula is: % 100 n compressio before data image n compressio after data image C   R (6) When the search area of index value was changed, compressed secret-image data amount, compression rate and similarity between reconstructed image and original image were calculated. Results are shown in Table 1 . Similarity between reconstructed image and original image in Table 1 shows that reconstructed image quality is relatively poor if index values are searched in original image. The reconstructed secret image of higher quality can be obtained if index values are searched in a small area of carrier image after color transformation. Thus, the secret image data can obtain a higher compression ratio. Similarity between reconstructed image and original secret image can still exceed 99% when image data is compressed into a half, thus maintaining a good reconstruction quality.
C. Analysis of information hiding transparency
The secret image and carrier image after information embedding is shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b) . The original secret image and secret image after compression encryption were respectively embedded in the carrier image, the visual difference cannot be found.
The peak signal to noise ratio was calculated by (7) before and after data were embedded in the carrier image. When the original secret image was embedded in the carrier image, the peak signal to noise ratio is 36.32881, and when the compressed secret image was embedded in the carrier image, the peak signal to noise ratio is 38.31003. The greater the signal to noise ratio is, the better the image quality is maintained and the better the transparency of information hiding is. Therefore, the use of compression and encryption algorithms can improve the transparency of information hiding. 
D. Robustness Analysis
The compression, adding noise, cutting, filtering and other operations on carrier image were conducted in simulation experiments, and reconstructed image qualities were compared. Moreover, the similarity was calculated between reconstructed secret image and image without an attack. Encryption algorithm robustness was analyzed.
Image compression simulation used the JPEG compression. The carrier image before and after compression are 644kB and 412kB with the quality factor of 60, respectively. Carrier image after compression and reconstructed secret image are shown Figures 7 (a) (b) , respectively, and the similarity is 0.87341 between extracted secret image and original secret image.
Salt-pepper noise with an intensity of 0.02 was added into the carrier image in adding noise experiment. Carrier Carrier image after cutting and reconstructed secret image are shown in Fig.8 (a) (b) , respectively, and the similarity of reconstructed secret image and original image is 0.73482. Fig.8(c) shows carrier image after the median filter of window that is 3. Fig.8 (d) shows reconstructed secret image after median filter, and similarity is 0.86824 between reconstructed secret image and original image. An encryption compression algorithm was proposed. As can be seen from the simulation experiments, a larger effect of data compression is obtained with a very little loss of quality by this algorithm. Thus, the data amount of information hiding is reduced, and the transparency of information hiding is improved. The proposed encryption compression method is used in the time domain of carrier image, so the anti-attack ability is weaker. However, the encryption compression method may be used on a white image without relying on carrier image. Therefore, encryption and compression on secret image can be independently conducted, completely independent of the carrier image. Then, the ability to resist attacks of secure communication entirely depends on embedding algorithm. The secure communication scheme of color image has implemented the following innovation:
 Traditional encryption thinking is changed, and encryption is achieved no longer by changing image pixel position or pixel value.  Encryption and compression can be performed at the same time, and a larger amount of data compression is obtained with a minimal loss of quality.  The introduction of index technology into image encryption and compression makes hidden data amount reduced.  The combination of encryption and hiding makes communication security improved.
